Accelerator

BI Converter
Accelerate cross-platform BI migration with a worry-free experience

Enterprises are either choosing or exploring modern BI platforms for innovation and agility. Some are dealing with multiple
tools often with overlapping functionality. But high switching costs and business risks prevent organizations from
consolidating or modernizing their enterprise platforms once they have rationalized their investments. However, migration
from one BI tool to another does not have to be effort intensive, fraught with data issues, and lengthy.
Migration requires an assessment of the current and the target system, rationalization, extraction of the metadata, conversion
of reports, and validation. This process can be challenging due to reasons such as a gap in required technical skills and lack of
built-in automation tools—thereby requiring manual effort, more time, and higher cost. Specialized tools significantly
accelerate this process by automating manual activities and enabling you to focus on what matters for your business.

BI Converter
BI Converter is an economical and resourceful solution that allows you to seamlessly switch to a BI tool of your choice by
automating the major components of the migration cycle from your source to the target system. This allows you to focus on
transformation efforts rather than worrying about the foundational elements.
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Why BI Converter?
BI Converter offers an effective strategy for data migration and runs on your existing set up at no additional cost. It reduces
the migration cycle by up to 80% and provides up to 70% direct cost savings compared to manual migration. This tool
supports IBM Cognos, Oracle Discoverer, and MicroStrategy platforms and is easy to extend.

Success Story
Performed Oracle Discoverer to MicroStrategy migration for an energy and utilities giant, which unlocked value by
reducing development efforts by 40% without altering the upstream data pipeline.

About Accelerators
InfoCepts brings a suite of accelerators to accelerate, automate and advance your data-driven capabilities. When combined
with our cross-functional expertise and solution frameworks, our accelerators dramatically (20-60%) lower time, risk and
costs for your D&A initiatives. The accelerators are tangible assets—engineered to solve common problems in a reusable
way—that bring our company's nearly 20-year global expertise at your service on Day one.
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About InfoCepts
InfoCepts is a global leader of end-to-end data & analytics solutions with nearly 20 years’ experience enabling customers to
derive value from a variety of data-driven capabilities. Unique amongst its peers, InfoCepts operates with the scale of a global
consulting firm, yet the expertise of a niche partner.
InfoCepts elevates your data & analytics capabilities so your users can make smarter decisions and businesses can achieve
better outcomes. We offer holistic solutions to your specific data & analytic needs related to modernization, optimization,
innovation, and automation of your data & analytic investments. We bring together people, processes, and proprietary
technology on proven platforms to deliver predictable outcomes with guaranteed ROI. Everyday our 1000+ associates across
the globe affiliated to cloud, analytics, data, and business centers of excellence ensure we are finding new and better ways to
help you Stay Modern.
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